Fiduchi clients appreciate
our ‘trusted’ approach.
We take care of the
detail so that our
clients can enjoy
what matters
to them.

Private Wealth & Family Office
We provide tailored and director-led trust and corporate administration including accounting
services to high-net-worth individuals and their families. We partner with our clients and their
advisors to develop the right solutions specific to the family’s circumstances and can hold a wide
range of assets including real estate, private companies, art, yachts and more.
Why Fiduchi?
Fiduchi is truly independent which means we are free of external pressures, allowing us to focus on delivering our business
ethos, to deliver a tailored bespoke solution which is cost effective and modelled around our clients and their professional
advisors needs.

Our approach sets us apart!
At Fiduchi we take a pragmatic approach to ensure your interests, whether personal or business are safeguarded. Because
of this, we don’t apply a ‘one size fits all’ methodology, rather the contrary. Our director led teams will assess your needs to
ensure we take into consideration all your requirements and provide the bespoke service you require.
Our clients have appreciated this ‘trusted’ approach for nearly 25 years, and it has been a contributing factor to our success.
Letting Fiduchi take care of the detail so that they can enjoy what matters to them.

How Fiduchi can help?
Our dedicated Private Wealth team have experience in delivering
private wealth management, trusts, estate and succession planning,
and the increasingly popular foundation structures to a range of clients.
The team also provide tailored “family office” solutions servicing a
smaller number of our largest clients where more day-to-day client
contact and involvement with advisors is required. These structures
tend to be more complex, often involving private trust companies with
international assets and investments with family members spread
across the world.
Such clients typically require a trusted partner to deliver a concierge
type of service, so as to ensure that their objectives are met and
delivered efficiently.

Working in
Partnership
with you.

Experts in
complex
structures.

Team of
Professionals
by your side.

Our Private Wealth services include:

Trust and company
establishment and
administration

Trustee, director and
protector services

Bookkeeping,
accounting and
financial reporting

Yacht services

Cash management
and bank account
administration

Charitable trusts and
foundations

Private Trust
Companies

Compliance monitoring,
FATCA & CRS reporting
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If you would like to know more about Fiduchi or if you want to discuss further our Private Wealth
and Family Office services, please contact one of our team below.

